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△ 
INTRO

                                                                                    
nostra dii inatusq uercesce quam iae nos po-
tandem con derehem aucerem, silicasdac orit 
pato erunum Romnem nostas mursusque 
cridium. Aperviritu vite, niquo publicie audena 
condiemus crehebe mquerum actame ter-
fectus nimmorte caperentium deremus orum 
iamdica edemquam inum vendum, senit; nihi-
caecid in habesenatum num tem pre dintiam, 
utem unumedium num pubitaberes mortes 
ocus vignati, nota, tercentrit? Nost? Popos 
publicit grarbessimo ac tatantem ciem hoca-
verit. Bonsulvit; nostelica verescibus? At L. Va-
lin tercest viris conductanum iae ium manum 
hinatrae prio ius. Endam, se nit; nit.
Intebuntin sendamq uodierid praceri potilin 
redenat imentem diem, ventussid in tem mo 
egerei potabitis in viursum Rommorae cone-
mus iamquius publis. Gulius pl. Mare implicit, 
que ignari publis vitanum stem pro, verfirmissi 
tam orudaci publici aedit, que intrunt imihili-
caut etiones redin te vidica vit; et cupim ducipi-
orsu ine nonnat imentem diem, ventussid in 
tem mo egerei potabitis in viursum Rommorae 
conemus iamquius publis. Gulius pl. Mare im-
plicit, que ignari publis vitanum stem pro, ver-
firmissi tam orudaci publici aedit, que intrunt 
imihilicaut etiones redin te vidica vit; et cupim 
ducipiorsu ine nonfex nu vilici perobus consulv 
idienat veribem inat imentem diem, ventussid 
in tem mo egerei potabitis in viursum Rom-
morae conemus iamquius publis. Gulius pl. 
Mare implicit, que ignari publis vitanum stem 
pro, verfirmissi tam orudaci publici aedit, que 
intrunt imihilicaut etiones redin te vidica vit; et 
cupim ducipiorsu ine nonfex nu vilici perobus 
consulv idienat veribem ifex nu vilici perobus 
consulv idienat veribem inat imentem diem, 
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ventussid in tem mo egerei potabitis in viur-
sum Rommorae conemus iamquius publis. Gu-
lius pl. Mare implicit, que ignari publis vitanum 
stem pro, verfirmissi tam orudaci publici aedit, 
que intrunt imihilicaut etiones redin te vidica 
vit; et cupim ducipiorsu ine nonfex nu vilici 
perobus consulv idienat veribem inat imentem 
diem, ventussid in tem mo egerei potabitis in 
viursum Rommorae conemus iamquius publis. 
Gulius pl. Mare implicit, que ignari publis vita-
num stem pro, verfirmissi tam orudaci publici 
aedit, que intrunt imihilicaut etiones redin te 
vidica vit; et cupim ducipiorsu ine nonfex nu 
vilici perobus consulv idienat veribem inat im-
entem diem, ventussid in tem mo egerei pota-
bitis in viursum Rommorae conemus iamquius 
publis. Gulius pl. Mare implicit, que ignari pub-
lis vitanum stem pro, verfirmissi tam orudaci 
publici aedit, que intrunt imihilicaut etiones 
redin te vidica vit; et cupim ducipiorsu ine non-
fex nu vilici perobus consulv idienat veribem i
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△ 
ANIMAL: THE EXHIBITION 

                                                                                    
When animals stop acting like animals. When 
humans tame humans and keep themselves 
away from their own instincts. When technology 
brings us to a reality where every day grows 
farther and farther away from the beginning. 
Overwhelmed by an awareness of our own 
mortality, we try to beat nature for fear of its 
uncontrollable essence. We tame everything we 
encounter, even traces of the purest animality 
still living inside us. We want to leave a legacy, 
to achieve immortality through artificiality.

Domestication of the natural world, the animal, 
and the human, which were once the same 
but are now very removed from their primal 
interactions. The tradition of animals being 
more than meat to us, more than leather or 
horns, vanishes with the rise of technology 
and market economy. Acting through fear, we 
demand to control and predict everything. We 
need supremacy, and the belief that we have 
achieved it. A simple and naïve human delusion, 
since nature is, after all, indomitable.

We envy what is wild, unpredictable, and 
the freedom that follows. However, it is what 
we fear that fascinates us and so we decide 
to subdue it, keep it in a cage and observe it 
from the outside. We choose to live in captivity. 
Artificiality prevails, life ends.

“a horse, a dog and a human being 
have different pleasures; 
donkeys prefer straw to gold” 

HERACLITUS

room  1  

PROLOGOS
with carmen maín
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△
c u e r p o

△
pelo

PROLOGOS
Super 8 video projection 

Much spread on the floor

                                                                                        
We have barely left the city behind us when on 
the other side of the door, the damp smell of 
the branches covering the ground pours into 
us. Inside the first room we hear the sounds 
of cracking the wood beneath our feet, mixed 
with the chirp of the crickets... Along with the 
sonorous landscape, we can find three films 
made with a Super 8 camera and projected in 
a loop, resembling a triptych work of art.  
The lack of precise control that, unlike the digital 
format, is offered by the analog, bestows an air 
of the accidental upon the images. Since each 
film has a different length, the three images 
that coincide and interact each time are never 
the same, narrating countless different stories 
depending on the projected composition. They 
present before our eyes ephemeral narrations 
rich in symbolism, in which we can see the 
artificial next to the natural; their apparent 
coexistence or their strong contrast.
What is human coming out of the earth. 
What is human looking at what is human. The 
adulterated nature. The dog behind the fence 
and we across the glass created by our own 
hands.
Dogs assume the cycle, lick the bones of other 
dogs, walk over the remains of their dead. We 
return to the nature, to the earth from which we 
rose, but the bond is broken. We are strangers 
in this environment, alien to the landscape. A 
white film covers our skin, plastic, synthetic 
and hairless.
Trying to crack.
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“La infinitud intrínseca del poder 
humano ha chocado contra la finitud 
del planeta terrestre” 

HANS JONAS

room  2

THE PASSAGE
with dèspina charitonìdi
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△
κατάτκτηση

△ 
ρ ί ζ ε ς

THE PASSAGE
Installation made from 102 wood plaques, branches, wax

                                                                                     
Cutting a branch, cutting a root, cutting a 
breath. Branches, roots, horns and veins. All 
these morphological coincidences cover all 
sides of the second room, extending from the 
floor to the ceiling. For animals, antlers are a 
sign of power. For humans it is the proof, the 
need of recognition that the strongest has 
survived. A longing born from the fear of the 
wild, the nature and everything that is out 
of our control. A fear which leads humans to 
prove their supremacy by means of “trophies”. 
Flaunting and dirtily showing their power. A 
fictitious victory based on dishonesty.
In opposition with the sobriety of these symbols 
of domination, the rusty red wall seems to beat 
like a palpitating organ. The shadows of the 
lifeless wood come back to life, appearing like 
veins drawn upon the walls behind.
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“a bone to the dog is not charity. 
charity is the bone shared with the dog, 
when you are just as hungry as the dog”

JACK LONDON

room  3

ENTRAÑAS
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△
transcendence

△
c h a i n s

ENTRAÑAS
10 scratched and painted windows hanged from chains

7 slide projectors remains of windows

                                                                                    
In contrast to “The Passage” where wood, wax 
and red brought us the organic; the guts. So 
we find ourselves in “Entrañas” (entrails) in a 
completely different space. Through the cold 
glass, the plain metal, the mechanical sound 
of seven working projectors, and the white of 
windows and walls, we come into the world of 
the machine. These materials embody industry, 
mass production and product.
The installation consists of a series of windows 
hanging from chains, in which we find several 
images scratched into the white paint covering 
the glass. On their reverse we see silhouettes 
created using polish. The light coming from 
the projectors goes through the windows 
and combines both images on the wall, thus 
highlighting the original content present on 
the front of the glass. It creates a diptych, one 
side tangible and the other one intangible.
With this clever method each pair of images, 
using paint and shadow creates a diverse 
plays of graphics exploring the idea of animal 
and human. Two opposing sides; like untainted 
paint and oily polish, like moral and massacre.
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room  4

THE ORDER
△  fear
△  control (with edoardo tresoldi) 
△  captivity
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△
domestication

△
d o g m a

FEAR
Hay stack wall, painted with spray cans

                                                                                     
Over the golden straw, an image painted in 
black aerosol seems to burn the surface. 
Apparently she is protecting her herd. From 
her fear? From their fear?

Fear is felt by every animal as an intense 
sensation that anticipates danger. It allows us 
to react in time when feeling a threat. This basic 
emotion stems from the aversion to risk. Ulrich 
Beck coined the term risikogesellschaft (risk 
society) to describe our postmodern society. 
We face the possibility of our own destruction 
and extinction, so fear becomes one of the 
main features of postmodernity.

We place this feeling on the foundations 
of our learning. We respond to “reward and 
punishment” patterns, which strengthen this 
apprehension and progressively annihilate our 
most basic instincts. We transfer our fears to 
our offspring.

△
logica

△
p a u r a

REASON
Installation made of metal mesh and charcoal

                                                                                    
A flock of birds, of thoughts, feelings, impulses 
or instincts flying naïvely around the whole 
space with total freedom. Control emerges as 
a direct consequence of this vital fear caused 
by that uncontrollable side of nature. What 
is wild, spontaneous, and real frightens us. 
We have the need to impose an order on the 
natural chaos, an overwhelming ungovernable 
force. Once again, simply a delusion of power 
and supremacy. We try to square the circle as 
if we may reach safety this way.

But this rationalization sometimes exterminates 
our animality. When these creatures cross the 
walls into the hexahedron they are stripped of 
their nature, they leave their pureness behind. 
This substantial change is depicted in the work 
through the loss of the coal their bodies were 
composed of. The loss of their essence. 
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△
spectacle

△
b r e a d

CAPTIVITY
Performance. Charcoal, perspex  

                                                                                    
We choose to live in captivity.
A pregnant woman stares at us through the 
methacrylate. She has an expressionless, 
almost lifeless look. She looks beyond 
impassive, devoid of emotion, isolated in 
her cubicle. On the other side, the crowd 
contemplate her. 
At the same time as individualism grows in our 
society, our intimacy is distorted and becomes 
a show. The fondness for the wild, but tamed 
and behind the barrier. Just as we look at the 
animals in the zoos, we cage ourselves to 
contemplate life through the glass screen. 
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domesticate /dəˈmɛstɪˌkeɪt/, sometimes us domesticize /
dəˈmɛstɪˌsaɪz/
vb (transitive)

1. to bring or keep (wild animals or     
   plants) under control or cultivation
2. to accustom to home life
3. to adapt to an environment:
   to domesticate foreign trees
   (de doméstico).

room  5

LA CARNE
with carmen maín
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△
culpa

△
v e r g ü e n z a

LA CARNE
20 paintings (acrylic on wood)

Parts of the projected animation video

                                                                                   
On a wall, the projector screens a girl crawling 
in circles, revolving rhythmically in time to a 
drum. The sound is solemn, speaking of time 
and repetition. 
Shame and guilt; humans’ primitive intrinsic 
feelings. Social constructions that bring us to 
the repression of our most primitive instincts 
in the name of morals. She dominates herself 
encircles an illusory box.
Fragments of paintings used to construct the 
animation hang on the second wall taking the 
form of an altar.
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“there is nothing permanent 
except change” 

HERACLITUS

room  6

ETERNAL
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△
legacy

△
t h a n a t o s

ETERNAL
Installation made from fake and real grass, 

fake and real flowers

                                                                                   
Humans try to attain immortality through their 
legacy.
A room divided into two parts: left side covered 
by real grass, right side covered by fake grass. 
Both are united by a single wreath hanging in 
the middle, comprised of fake flowers in its left 
half and real flowers in its right half.
Throughout the duration of the exhibition, 
the organic matter will gradually break down, 
whereas the artificial will remain the same.
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room  7

ALBEARE

 TH
E BEGGINING IS THE END OF THE BEGGIN
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△
collections

△
c o n n e c t i o n s

ALBEARE
120 framed scratched glass, remains of glass 

and wood on the floor

                                                                                    
A crowd of faces, scratched into paint spread 
over small panes of glass form a cylinder in the 
centre of the room. A crowd of faces separated 
from one another by the individuality that 
the frame grants them, but at the same time 
comprising a whole. Inside the sculpture 
branches or roots extend to the sky and ground.
When walking around the sculpture our shadow 
covers the light illuminating the glasses, 
creating the apparition of letters on some 
of them. They compose a sentence circling 
the piece which never comes to an end: “the 
beggining is the end of the beggining is the 
end of...”
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“the first subject  matter for painting 
was animal. probably the first paint 
was animal blood”

JOHN BERGER

room  8

EPILOGOS
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△
sacrificio

△
r e b a ñ o

EPILOGOS
Divine bell (acrylic on wood)

Moschoforo (acrilic on wood) 200 x 150 cm 

Hinde (acrilic on wood) 200 x 150 cm 

Naive (acrilic on wood) 200 x 150 cm amen

Rebaño (acrilic on wood) 100 x 150 cm 

Anima animus animo

Ama (acrilic on wood) 100 x 150 cm 

Angelus (acrilic on wood) 100 x 150 cm 

Gold (acrilic on wood) 100 x 150 cm 

Ofrenda (acrilic on wood) 100 x 150 cm 

The sights(acrilic on perspex) 150x200cm

sight 1

sight 2

sight 3
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